Introduction
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q, and let L(E, s) be the complex L-series of E. For each square free non-zero integer d = 1, we write E (d) for the twist of E by the quadratic extension Q( √ d)/Q, and L(E (d) , s) for its complex L-series. Let C E , or simply C when there is no danger of confusion, denote the conductor of E. As usual, Γ 0 (C) will denote the subgroup of SL 2 (Z) consisting of all matrices with the bottom left hand corner entry divisible by C, and we write X 0 (C) for the corresponding modular curve. It is known that, by the theorem of Wiles [17] , Taylor-Wiles [13] and Breuil-Conrad-Diamond-Taylor [2] , all elliptic curves E/Q have a modular parametrization, i.e. there is a non-constant map ϕ from the modular curve X 0 (C) to E such that the pull-back of a holomorphic differential on E is a modular form (newform) of weight 2 and level C, and the integer C being the conductor of E. An elliptic curve over Q is optimal if it is an optimal quotient of the corresponding modular curve. Every isogeny class contains a unique optimal curve. The optimal curve has minimal degree in the isogeny class. We denote the modular degree of E to be deg(ϕ). Zagier [18] gave an algorithm to compute deg(ϕ) when the conductor C is a prime. Cremona [6] generalised Zagier's method and derived an explicit formula for deg(ϕ) for arbitrary C, in terms of modular symbols.
Let H be the upper half plane, denote H * = H ∪ P 1 (Q). Let Λ f be the period lattice of the newform f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (C)), Since the differential f (z)dz is holomorphic, the function I f (z 0 ) = 2πi ∞ z0 f (z)dz is well-defined for z 0 ∈ H * and independent of the path from z 0 to ∞. For g ∈ Γ 0 (C), the function
f (z)dz is independent of z 0 , and defines a group homomorphism P f : Γ 0 (C) → C. If the image of P f is contained in the lattice Λ f , then the map I f induces a map
Moreover, by the theorem of Manin-Drinfeld, we know that ϕ([0]) is a torsion point on E, which is defined over Q. For each square free integer M , prime to C, with M ≡ 1 mod 4, we define
which is well known to be a rational number, where Ω ∞ (E (M) ) is the least real period of E (M) . We will always normalise the order valuation at 2 by ord 2 (2) = 1. Let F (x) be the 2-division polynomial of E. When F (x) is irreducible over Q, we define F to be the field obtained by adjoining to Q one fixed root of F (x). Let q be any prime of good reduction for E, and let a q be the trace of Frobenius at q on E and denote N q := 1 + q − a q . For each integer m > 1, let E[m] denote the group of m-division points on E. Also, we define a rational prime q to be inert in the field F if it is unramified and there is a unique 1 prime of F above q. By applying some results by Manin [9] and Cremona [5] on modular symbols, we prove the following general results.
We first give results for curves E with E [2] (Q) = 0. Theorem 1.1. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with negative discriminant, with E[2](Q) = 0, and satisfying ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) = 0. Let M be any integer of the form M = ǫq 1 q 2 · · · q r , where r ≥ 1, q 1 , . . . , q r are arbitrary distinct odd primes which are inert in the field F , and the sign ǫ = ±1 is chosen so that M ≡ 1 mod 4. Then we have
In particular, L(E (M) , s) does not vanish at s = 1, and so E (M) (Q) and X(E (M) (Q)) are finite.
We remark here that, by the above theorem and the work of Boxer and Diao [1, Theorem 1.2], the 2-part of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for L(E (M) , s), with M = ǫq 1 q 2 · · · q r ≡ 1 mod 4, where r ≥ 1, q 1 , . . . , q r are arbitrary distinct odd primes which are inert in the field F , and E is an elliptic curve satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.1 and the following further conditions: 1) The 2-Selmer rank of E is 0; 2) If p is any prime for which E has bad reduction, then E has multiplicative reduction at p and the p-adic valuation of the discriminant of E is odd; 3) E has good reduction at 2 and the reduction of E mod 2 has j-invariant 0.
Of course, the Chebotarev theorem shows that there is a positive density of primes which are inert in F . Here are some examples of curves to which Theorem 1.1 applies, such as X 0 (11), which we view as an elliptic curve by taking [∞] to be the origin of the group law, and which has a minimal Weierstrass equation given by E :
, and it has discriminant −11 5 . A simple form of the 2-division polynomial is F (x) = x 3 − x 2 + x + 1, which has discriminant −44. Here are a list of odd primes which are inert in the field F : The 2-part of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for all these twists. Further examples of elliptic curves E to which Theorem 1.1 applies are as follows (we use Cremona's label for each curve). First we can take E = X 0 (19), which has conductor 19 and equation
also we can take the curves 26A1 : y 2 + xy + y = x 3 − 5x − 8, and 26B1 :
which have conductor 26, and the curves 121A1 : y 2 + xy + y = x 3 + x 2 − 30x − 76, and 121C1 :
which have conductor 121. When E has positive discriminant, an entirely parallel result holds, provided we only consider twists by Q( √ M )/Q with M > 0, and M ≡ 1 mod 4. Theorem 1.2. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with positive discriminant, with E[2](Q) = 0, and satisfying ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) = 1. Let M be any positive integer of the form M = q 1 q 2 · · · q r , where r ≥ 1, q 1 , . . . , q r are arbitrary distinct odd primes which are inert in the the field F , and M ≡ 1 mod 4.
Here are some examples of curves to which Theorem 1.2 applies, such as E = 37B1, which has a minimal Weierstrass equation given by
, and it has discriminant 37 3 . A simple form of the 2-division polynomial is F (x) = x 3 + x 2 − 3x − 1, which has discriminant 148. Here are a list of odd primes which are inert in the field F : It is not difficult to see that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are entirely consistent with the 2-part of the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer, provided we know the non-vanishing of the L-series of the relevant twists of E at s = 1, and that the 2-primary subgroup of the Tate-Shafarevich group of the relevant twists is zero (see the discussion at the end of Section 2). However, we remark that it is not straightforward to carry out a classical 2-descent on these curves because of our hypothesis that E [2] (Q) = 0.
For curves E with E[2](Q) = 0, we have only been able to establish the following much weaker results in which we only consider twists by Q( √ M )/Q with M ≡ 1 mod 4 and divisible by only one prime. Theorem 1.3. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with negative discriminant. Let M be any integer of the form M = ǫq, where q is an arbitrary odd prime, and the sign ǫ = ±1 is chosen so
In particular, L(E (M) , s) does not vanish at s = 1, and so
Note that, in the above theorem, we are assuming, in particular, that ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) < 0. It is not known at present how to deduce from this assumption that E[2](Q) is non-zero, although of course this would follow from the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer for E. Here are some examples of curves to which Theorem 1.3 applies, such as the Neumann-Setzer elliptic curves, which have conductor p, where p is a prime of the form u 2 + 64 for some integer u ≡ 1 mod 4, which have a minimal Weierstrass equation given by
We shall consider all these curves in details and prove the following theorem in Section 4. Here we take X 0 (17) as another example, which has a minimal Weierstrass equation given by
, and it has discriminant −17 4 . In particular, our theorem applies to all primes q with q ≡ 3 mod 4 and which are inert in Q( The Chebotarev theorem shows that there is a positive density of primes which are both inert in Q( √ i) and Q( √ 17). For the twists E (−q) for such primes q, it is easy to show by a classical 2-descent that E (−q) (Q) is finite and that X(E (−q) (Q)) [2] = 0. Thus the 2-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for E (−q) . Further examples of elliptic curves E to which Theorem 1.3 applies are as follows. First we can take E = X 0 (14), which has conductor 14 and equation 14A1 : y 2 + xy + y = x 3 + 4x − 6, also we can take the curve X 0 (49), which has conductor 49 and equation
and which has been fully investigated by Coates, Li, Tian, and Zhai by Zhao's method and Waldspurger's formula (see [3] ).
Similarly, when E has positive discriminant, an entirely parallel result holds, provided we only consider twists by Q( √ q)/Q with some prime q ≡ 1 mod 4.
Theorem 1.5. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with positive discriminant. Let q be any odd prime with
In particular, L(E (q) , s) does not vanish at s = 1, and so E (q) (Q) and X(E (q) (Q)) are finite.
Here are some examples of curves to which Theorem 1.5 applies, such as X 0 (21), which has a minimal Weierstrass equation given by E :
, and it has discriminant 3 4 · 7 2 . In particular, our theorem applies to all primes q with q ≡ 1 mod 4 and which are both inert in Q( The Chebotarev theorem shows that there is a positive density of primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 which are both inert in Q( √ 3) and Q( √ 7). For the twists E (q) for such primes q, it is easy to show that E (q) (Q) is finite and that X(E (q) (Q))[2] = 0. Thus the 2-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for E (q) . Further examples of elliptic curves E to which Theorem 1.5 applies are as follows. First we can take E = X 0 (33), which has conductor 33 and equation
also we can take E = X 0 (34), which has conductor 34 and equation
It is not difficult to see that Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are also entirely consistent with the 2-part of the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer. Moreover, it is easy to carry out a straightforward classical 2-descent on these curves because of our hypothesis that E[2](Q) = 0. Then after considering the behaviour of Tamagawa factors under twisting (see the lemma at the end of Section 2), one can verify the 2-part of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for all these curves.
For curves E with ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) = 0 and negative discriminant, we could obtain the following lower bound for some twists of E. Theorem 1.6. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with negative discriminant, and satisfying L(E, 1) = 0. Let M be any integer of the form M = ǫq 1 q 2 · · · q r , where r ≥ 1, q 1 , . . . , q r are arbitrary distinct odd primes, and the sign ǫ = ±1 is chosen so that
We remark that Theorem 1.6 can apply to all the Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curves with negative discriminant, and satisfying L(E, 1) = 0. When E has positive discriminant, we have the following trivial lower bound result. Theorem 1.7. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with positive discriminant, and satisfying L(E, 1) = 0.. Let M = 1 be any integer with M ≡ 1 mod 4, then we have
We remark that the integer ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1))+ord 2 (N q ) could not be negative by an easy observation of Manin's modular symbol formula, which will be talked about in the following section.
In conclusion, I am extremely grateful to my supervisor John Coates, and to John Cremona for his very helpful remarks on the questions discussed in this paper. I also would like to thank China Scholarship Council for supporting me studying in the Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics, University of Cambridge.
Modular symbols
Modular symbols were first introduced by Birch and Manin [9] several decades ago and since then have been studied, refined, and reformulated by several authors. They provide an explicit description of classical modular forms by a finite set of algebraic integers, and thus are the main tool for computations of modular forms. In this section, we are focusing on the modular forms in the space S 2 (Γ 0 (C)), which is closely corresponding to elliptic curves and could be computed in terms of modular symbols.
Let H be the upper half plane, denote H * = H ∪ P 1 (Q). Let g ∈ G = Γ 0 (C). Let α, β be two points in H * such that β = gα. Then any path from α to β on H * is a closed path on X 0 (C) whose homology class only depends on α and β. Hence it determines an integral homology class in H 1 (X 0 (C), Z), and we denote this homology class by the modular symbol {α, β} G ∈ H 1 (X 0 (C), Z), or simple {α, β} when the group G is clear.
Let α, β, γ ∈ H * and g, g 1 , g 2 ∈ G. The following properties could be obtained easily by the definition and one can find a proof in [5, Chapter 2] and [9] :
The following theorem, which were proved by Manin [9] and Drinfeld, stated that the difference of two cusps of a modular curve has finite order in the Jacobian variety. 
Moreover, Manin [9] gave some explicit formulae in terms of modular symbols to compute the central values of the L-functions attached to elliptic curves.
We now denote {α, β}, f := 
where l runs over all positive divisors of m, and
where χ is a primitive character modulo m, and g(χ) is the Gauss sum k mod m χ(k)e 2πi k m . These two formulae are playing an important role in the proof of our results.
We now let Ω + (iΩ − ) denote the least positive real (imaginary) period of the Neron differential of a global minimal equation for E. For each odd square free positive integer m, we define r(m) to be the number of prime factors of m. Also, in what follows, we always only consider positive divisors of m. We define
We repeatedly use the following identity. If q is any prime of good reduction for E, we let a q denote the trace of Frobenius at q, and define N q = q + 1 − a q . Thus N q is the number of points on the reduction of E modulo q with coordinates in the field with q elements. Now suppose that m = q 1 q 2 · · · q r(m) is an odd square free integer m > 1 with (m, C) = 1. The following identity is due to (2.1)
As before, we write Ω + for the least positive real period of a Neron differential on global minimal equation for E. 
Proof. We use induction on r(m), the number of prime factors of m. Suppose first that r(m) = 1, say m = q 1 . Then by (2.3), we have N q1 L(E, 1) = S ′ q1 , and the assertion is then clear because N q1 is odd. Now suppose r(m) > 1 and assume the lemma is true for all divisors n > 1 of m with n = m. Note also that a q1 , . . . , a q r(m) are all odd, and so
is odd. Hence it follows from (2.3) that
But, by Lemma 2.2, we have
By our induction hypothesis, every term in the second sum on the right hand side of this equation has order strictly greater than ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)). Hence 1) ), and the proof is complete.
Lemma 2.4. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q with ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) = −1. Let m be an odd square free integer greater than 1 with (m, C) = 1. Assume that q ≡ 3 mod 4 and N q ≡ 2 mod 4 for each prime q dividing m. Then
Proof. When r(m) = 1, say m = q 1 , the assertion of the lemma follows immediately from (2.3). Now assume r(m) > 1, and assume the lemma is true for all divisors n > 1 of m with n = m. Note also that q ≡ 3 mod 4 and N q ≡ 2 mod 4 for each prime q dividing m, and so
Suppose first that r(m) is odd, by our induction hypothesis, it is easy to see that
, so the sum of all the terms in the second part on the right hand side of (2.4) has order strictly greater than r(m) − 1. Also note that ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) = −1, whence, it follows that
We then suppose that r(m) is even. By our induction hypothesis, it is easy to see that all 2 n|m r(n)=r(m)−1 Lemma 2.5. Let E be a Γ 0 (C)-optimal elliptic curve over Q, with L(E, 1) = 0. Let m be an odd square free integer greater than 1 with (m, C) = 1. Assume that ord 2 (N q ) + ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) > 0 for at least one prime factor q of m. Then
Proof. The proof is similar to the above two proofs. We first note that
The lemma then follows easily by an induction on r.
In order to understand the 2-part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for E (M) , we have to understand how the 2-part of the Tamagawa factors of E (M) vary for primes. We assume once again that M ≡ 1 mod 4 is an arbitrary square free integer with (M, C) = 1. Note that E (M) has bad additive reduction at all primes dividing M . Write c q (E (M) ) for the Tamagawa factor of E (M) at a finite odd prime q. We then have the following lemma, and one can find a detailed discussion in [4, §7] . Proof. Note that E[2](Q) = 0 and q i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) is inert in F , so #E(Q qi ) [2] must be an odd integer. It then follows easily by the above lemma.
Lemma 2.6. For any odd prime q | M , we have that
ord 2 (c q (E (M) )) = ord 2 (#E(Q q )[2]).
Period lattice and the proof of non-vanishing results
In this section, we prove the non-vanishing results of Section 1 combining the crucial lemmas in the previous section with some elementary facts on the period lattice of elliptic curves.
When the discriminant of E is negative, then E(R) has only one real component, and so the period lattice L of the Néron differential on E has a Z-basis of the form
When the discriminant of E is positive, then E(R) has two real components, and so the period lattice L of the Neron differential on E has a Z-basis of the form
One can find detailed descriptions of the period lattice of elliptic curves in Cremona's book [5, Chapter 2]. Now we give the proof of our theorems. We use the same notations as before, and denote m = M/ǫ > 0 in what follows of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Firstly, as E[2](Q) = 0 and q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q r are totally inert in F , then we have that #E(F qi )[2] = 0, that means the order of E(F qi ) must be odd, where 1 ≤ i ≤ r. So a i is odd by applying a q = q +1−#A(F q ), i.e. N qi is odd for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Secondly, as E has negative discriminant, we can write
for any integer m coprime to C, where s k , t k are integers of the same parity. Moreover, by the basic property of modular symbols, {0, 
Then by Lemma 2.3, it follows that
is an odd integer. On the other hand, according to (2.2), we have that
The last congruence holds because χ(k) ≡ 1 mod 2 when (k, m) = 1, and χ(k) = 0 when (k, m) > 1. The assertion of the theorem now follows when M > 0.
The last congruence holds because χ(k) ≡ 1 mod 2 when (k, m) = 1, and χ(k) = 0 when (k, m) > 1, and noting that s k , t k are of the same parity. The assertion of the theorem now follows when M < 0.
Hence
for both cases. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to the proof of 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since E has positive discriminant, we can write
for any integer m coprime to C, where s k , t k are integers, but are independent with the ones in the above proof. Then by Lemma 2.3, it follows that
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. We remark here that when the discriminant of E is negative and E[2](Q) = 0, we must have ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) ≥ 0; and when the discriminant of E is positive and E[2](Q) = 0, we must have ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) ≥ 1. These assertions could be easily seen from the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
We now prove Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5. When E has negative discriminant and ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) + ord 2 (N q ) = 0, we have that
Theorem 1.3 then follows by the same argument in the proof of Theorem 1.1. When E has negative discriminant and ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) + ord 2 (N q ) = 1, we have that
is an odd integer. Theorem 1.5 then follows by the same argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We now prove Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7.
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When E has negative discriminant and ord 2 (L (alg) (E, 1)) + ord 2 (N qi ) > 0, we have that
by Lemma 2.5. Thus 
when M > 0, and
when M < 0. This proves Theorem 1.6. When E has positive discriminant, of course we have
when M < 0.This proves Theorem 1.7.
Quadratic twists of Neumann-Setzer elliptic curves
In this section, we shall take the Neumann-Setzer elliptic curves as an example of Theorem 1.3, and verify the 2-part of Birth and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for a family of quadratic twist of the curves.
Let p be a prime of the form u 2 + 64 for some integer u, which is congruent to 1 modulo 4. According to Neumann [11] [12] and Setzer [14] , there are just two elliptic curves of conductor p, up to isomorphism, namely,
The curves A and A ′ are 2-isogenous and of which the Mordell-Weil groups are both Z/2Z. The discriminant of A is −p 2 , and the discriminant of A ′ is p. We denote F and F ′ to be the 2-division fields of A and A ′ , respectively. It is easy to get that
Let X 0 (p) be the modular curve of level p, and there is a non-constant rational map X 0 (p) → A, of which the modular parametrization is Γ 0 (p)-optimal by Mestre and Oesterlé [10] .
4.1. Classical 2-descents. In order to carry out the 2-descent, we must work with a new equation for A and its twists. Making change of variables, we obtain the following equation for A:
Let M be any square free integer = 1, and let A (M) be the twist of M by the quadratic extension Q( √ M )/Q. Then the curve A (M) will have equation
and, dividing this curve by the subgroup generated by the point (0, 0), we obtain the new curve
Explicitly, the isogenies between these two curves, are given by
We write S (φ) (A (M) ) and S (φ) (A ′ (M) ) for the classical Selmer groups of the isogenies φ andφ, which can be described explicitly as follows. Let V denote the set of all places of Q, and let T M be the set of primes dividing 2pM . Let Q(2, M ) be the subgroup of Q × /(Q × ) 2 consisting of all elements with a representative which has even order at each prime number not in T M . Writing If D is any odd square free integer, we define D + (resp. D − ) to be the product of the primes dividing D, which are ≡ 1 mod 4 (resp. which are ≡ 3 mod 4). In what follows, we shall always assume that M is an odd square free integer which is prime to p, and let R denote the product of the prime factors of M which are inert in the field Q( √ p), and let N denote the product of prime factors of M which split in the field Q( √ p), and let · q be the Jacobi symbol. We will then write M = ǫRN , where ǫ = ±1. ( We claim that
is always true for any odd integer d. Note that (4.1) has a solution in Q 2 with w = 0 for any M/d. So our claim follows.
We now determine when 
It follows easily that we must have m = 0 and n ≥ 0. For m = 0 and n = 0, the equation becomes
Taking the above equation modulo p, and then we have that it is soluble in Q p if and only if We now determine when
where q is a prime factor of M . Assume first that q divides d. We claim that 
It is easy to see that a necessary condition for the solubility is 
Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from the fact that Q(A ′ [2]) = Q( √ p). The remaining assertions involving odd primes of bad reduction follow immediately from (4.11), on noting that A ′ (Q q )[2] is of order 2 or 4, according as q does not or does split in Q( √ p), respectively.
Behaviour of Hecke eigenvalues.
Recall that the L-function of an elliptic curve E over Q is defined as an infinite Euler product
where
if E has non-split multiplicative reduction at q, 0 if E has additive reduction at q.
Here we give a result of the behaviour of the coefficients a q of the L-function of elliptic curve A. Proof. The assertion for a p is clear as A has split multiplicative reduction at p. For a 2 , we can do a straightforward calculation on the minimal form of A modulo 2, whence we get y 2 + xy ≡ x 3 + u − 1 4 x 2 + 1 mod 2.
When u ≡ 1 mod 8, the above equation becomes y 2 + xy ≡ x 3 + 1 mod 2, we then get #A(F 2 ) = 4, i.e. a 2 = −1. When u ≡ 5 mod 8, the above equation becomes y 2 + xy ≡ x 3 mod 2, we then get #A(F 2 ) = 2, i.e. a 2 = 1. The assertion then follows by noting p = u 2 + 64. Here we give some numerical examples supporting the above proposition. We take p = 73, i.e. u = −3, whence the elliptic curve A has a minimal Weierstrass equation given by
Moreover, L alg (A, 1) = We take M to be the product of any two primes in the above list. We always have
It then follows that ord 2 (L alg (A (M) , 1)) = 1.
It is clear that the 2-part of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for all of these twists of A.
